The semantics of a proof language relies on the representation of the state of a proof after a logical rule has been applied. This information, which is usually meaningless from a logical point of view, is fundamental to describe the control mechanism of the proof search provided by the language. In this paper, we propose a datatype, called proof monad, to represent the state information of a proof and we illustrate its use in PVS. Furthermore, we show how this representation can be used to design a new set of powerful PVS tacticals that have simple and clear semantics. The implementation of these tacticals is called PVS#.
Introduction
The representation of mathematical proofs has been an active research topic in computer science since the early 1970's, when the first theorem provers were designed. Several representations of the proof process have been proposed, from the simple collection of logical formulas [2] to typable lambda-terms (thanks to the Curry-De Bruijn-Howard isomorphism), where open terms are used to handle incomplete proofs [8, 9, 4] . However, as mechanical theorem proving picked pace and proofs grew in complexity, the need for more involved ways to control their construction spawned larger and more refined proof languages.
In proof assistants such as Coq [3] and PVS [10] , the proof language contains two kinds of instructions: tactics, which modify the proof tree by applying logical rules, and tacticals, which provide proof search control. In this work, we are mainly interested in tacticals and their semantics. We note that the words 'tactic' and 'tactical' are inherited from the first procedural theorem prover LCF. In PVS, tactics are called proof rules and tacticals are called strategies. For simplicity, we use the original LCF terminology.
A tactical is a tactic combinator whose behavior depends on the outcome of its tactic arguments. The outcome of a tactic usually contains a state information such as success or failure that signals whether the tactic has solved the current goal or has failed. A sophisticated proof language, such as the language of PVS or Coq, uses many other types of state information. For instance, consider the PVS tactical try that is at the same time a conditional and a backtracking combinator. Let |.| be a semantic evaluator. The semantics of try [1] need five different types of state information: failure, success, idem, subgoals, backtrack. In a previous attempt to formalize the semantics of the PVS proof language [5] , the state of a proof was recorded by flags that were plainly added to the representation of the proof tree. In this paper, we show how the proof state information can be elegantly modeled by a monadic datatype, which is called proof monad.
|(try
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of monads and provide a description of PVS's proof state the form of a proof monad. In Section 3, we propose a simplification of this framework that still obeys the monadic laws. This simplification is the base of the PVS# proof language that is presented in Section 4.
The PVS Proof Monad
Monads were originally used to provide imperative features, such as side effects, to pure functional languages [11] . The basic idea is to view a program, not as a pure function e.g. from A to B, but as a morphism from values A to computations MB, where MB represents the conjunction of side-effects and a return value, which is of type B. Monadic operators are systematically associated to that datatype and provide a way to build and combine programs. The monad we present here, called proof monad, allows us to describe PVS tactics as functions over the proof state.
Assume that X is the type of the proof tree objects, and x is an inhabitant of X, i.e., a proof tree variable. We define PVS tactics as functions of type X → MX, where MX denotes the following inductive datatype:
Note that the type X is abstract to this formalization of proof monads; it can instantiated with any concrete representation of proof trees: typable open lambda-term, metavariable signature, collection of sequents, etc. Also remark that, as reflected by the semantics of the tactical try, the proof monad datatype has five constructors.
We proceed to introduce the following monadic operators:
• The function unit, of type X → MX, maps a proof tree into an element of the proof monad:
• The function , of type MX → (X → MX) → MX, provides a way to apply a tactic t to the proof tree resulting from the application of another tactic:
where ! is an auxiliary function, of type MX → MX, defined as:
In PVS, unit corresponds to the semantics of the tactical skip. The function describes the semantics of a tactical that combines its arguments in sequence, applying tactic n + 1 unless tactic n has raised an exception or proved the goal. The function ! makes sure that the state subgoals is not overwritten by the state idem, when tactics are applied in sequence.
A Simpler Proof Monad for PVS
The use of two different exception mechanisms (backtrack and failure) makes the semantics of the PVS tacticals quite complex. In particular, the widely used PVS tacticals then, else, repeat, spread are defined in terms of try, and their behavior with respect to failure propagation and backtracking is not easy to characterize.
We propose a stripped-down version of the PVS proof monad that has only three types of state information, including only one type of exceptions.
where n is an integer denoting the number of subgoals, and s is a string allowing for exception naming.
Adapting the monadic operators to this structure is fairly simple, as illustrated by Fig. 1 . Based on this simplified proof monad, we propose in the next section a new set of PVS tacticals, called PVS#.
PVS# is a new set of tacticals that replace the native backtracking and failure mechanisms provided by the PVS tacticals try and fail. The new set of tacticals features an error handling mechanism, based on catch and throw, typical of programming languages.
Tacticals in PVS# are simpler to combine as their semantics only require one type of state information for exceptions. Thus, the functionalities of try and fail have been split in three different tacticals: one tactical for throwing an exception (#throw), one tactical for catching an exception (#catch), and one tactical for testing progress (#ifsubgoals). PVS's basic tacticals defined via try and fail, such as then, cannot be combined with PVS# tacticals. For this reason, PVS# also provides tacticals for sequencing (#then), conditionals (#when), etc.
Exception Handling and Progress Testing
(#throw tag) This tactical returns the proof tree unchanged with the proof state set to exception tag.
(#catch step1 &optional tag step2) This tactical behaves as step1 if step1 does not raise an exception. Otherwise, if the result is an exception named tag then it evaluates step2. If tag does not correspond to the name of the exception, then the exception is propagated. Usage: The proof script (#catch (#throw "exn") "exn" (flatten)) will result in the evaluation of (flatten), but (#catch (#throw "div0") "exn" (flatten)) will propagate the exception named "div0".
(#ifsubgoal step step1 step2) This tactical calls either step1 or step2, depending on the progress of step. If step generates subgoals, then it applies step1 to all the subgoals. Otherwise, it applies step2. Usage: The proof script (#ifsubgoal (flatten) (propax) (split)) applies (flatten) to the current goal. If the goal does simplify, then (propax) is applied to the resulting subgoal. Otherwise, (split) is applied to the current goal.
Other Tacticals
(#then &rest steps) Let step1 be the first element of the list steps, and rest-steps be the remaining elements. This tactical first applies step1 to the current goal, and then (#then rest-step) to all of the generated subgoals, if any, or to the original goal if step1 had no effect. This tactical implements the semantics of the monadic operator .
(#when condition &rest steps) This tactical evaluates its first argument; if it results in nil then nothing is done and the result of this tactical is a (skip). Otherwise, it applies steps in sequence using #then. The definition of (#when condition steps) is just (if condition (#then steps) (skip)). Usage: The proof script (#when (equal (get-goalnum *ps*) 1) (ground)) applies (ground) if the current goal is the first subgoal, otherwise it does nothing.
(#first steps) This tactical applies the first tactic in steps that does not raise an exception, if any. Otherwise, it does nothing. Usage: The proof script (#first (#throw "fault1") (bddsimp) (#throw "fault2"))
applies (bddsimp) to the current goal.
(#solve steps) This tactical applies the first tactic in step that proves the current goal, if any. Otherwise, it does nothing. Usage: The proof script (#solve (case "y > 0") (bddsimp))
tries to apply the case analysis command to the current goal, if it does not completely prove the current goal it applies (bddsimp). If this tactic also fails to discharge the current goal, it does nothing.
Semantics
The semantics of PVS# tacticals has been fully formalized using the simplified proof monad described in Section 3. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the semantics of the tacticals of Section 4.1.
Conclusion
We have defined a representation of proof state information via proof monads, which is independent from the concrete representation of proof trees. This has allowed us to give a synthetic representation of the PVS proof state, and to formulate an arguably simpler alternative to this data structure. Based on that representation, we have designed a new set of PVS tacticals, called PVS#, that has more typical semantics with respect to error handling. A preliminary prototype of PVS# is available at [7] .
The topic of this paper is the subject of ongoing work, including, in particular, the development of new tacticals for PVS#, the meta-theoretical study of proof monads, and the extension of this formalism to other theorem provers. For instance, another implementation of the proof monad concept was already carried out in the Fellowship proof assistant [6] . In the long term, we believe that the concept of proof monad will play a central role in the design and semantics of proof languages for procedural theorem provers.
